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 STILL LIFE

GOODWILL TEACHING GUIDE  —  Popular painting subjects

PART 3 
The 30 images
Blackadder, Eastern still-life
Braque, Clarinet and bottle of rum on a mantelpiece
Cézanne, Still life with onions
Claesz, Breakfast still life
Collins, Lobster on a Delft dish
De Heer, Study with iris and butterfly
Dürer, Tuft of cowslips
Gauguin, Still life with three puppies
Gris, Breakfast
Gumm, The breakfast
Johns, Beer cans
Kalf, Still life with drinking horn
Leger, Woman and still life
Lindsay, Cherry leaf skeleton
Magritte, Souvenir de voyage
Modersohn-Becker, Still life with sugar bowl and hyacinth
Morandi, Still life
Morris, Iris seedlings
Nicholson, Flower table
Picasso, Still life with a skull
Redon, Three vases of flowers
Reemer, Still life with fists
Renoir, Still life with melon
Rousseau, The pink candle
Severini, Still life with the score of Verdi’s Otello
Steenwyck, Allegory of the vanities of human life
Valk, Wilting tulips
Van Gogh, Gauguin’s chair
Van Huysum, Hollyhocks and other flowers in a vase
Wadsworth, The North Sea
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PART I  
Artistic elements of the subject
Looking, describing and comparing
Making  and investigating - 1
Making and investigating - 2

PART 2 
Goodwill’s guide to developing visual literacy
Exploring the basic elements in a work
Further advice for the teacher

Redon, Three vases of flowers

STILL LIFE through a poet's eyes

   ORANGES the tree hung around itself
   while people were asleep
   are miniature suns in their bowl.

   Bananas curled in words at the table
   are only other spices of land
   that came ripe through the door.

   The apples piled nought-shaped
   are other mixes too April made
   and September cupped colourfully
        LIGHT FABRIC from WHEN I DANCE

         By James Berry (Anglo-Caribbean, b.1924)

These sets of pictures on popular themes with teaching 
guides are intended to be sufficiently general for teachers 
to select and adapt the ideas to match students’ ability 
and individual needs at any age.
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